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Overview

Connect your Battleship Panels with your Seaway Panels 
and blow the monsters out of the water!
 The quickest players get the Gems they drop. Who will be 
the first to ring the bell, and rise to fame as the greatest 
captain on the Seven Seas?

Contents 12 Seaway Panels
4 Battleship Panels

10 Monster Cards
1 Bell 40 Gems

1 Rule Book

 Set Up Randomly deal each 
player one Battleship 
Panel and three Seaway 
Panels. Hold these face 
down. 

Place the bell 
on the table 
where all 
players can 
reach it.

*Do not look at your panels
 until the game begins.

Set aside the Monster 
Cards, face down.

Back　  Front

Place the Gems in a 
pile on the table.
(The color of Gems 
doesn’t matter)

Place one 
Monster Card 
face up in the 
middle of the 
table.

Set up is 
complete!

Ready?
 Go!

When all players are ready, one player signals the 
start of the game. Allplayers place their Battleship 
Panel in front of them, and simultaneously turn 
over their Seaway Panels. Torpedoes are fired 
from the battleships and move towards the 
monster.When the torpedo encounters a 
horizontal line, it moves in that direction until it 
reaches another vertical line. Torpedoes can only 
move towards the monster, and can never 
backtrack towards the battleships. Will your 
torpedoes take down the monster?

You can rotate and reorder your Seaway 
Panels as you like. 
(When either of your torpedoes 
connects to the monster, it’s a hit!)

           (Here, A is a miss, but B is a hit!)

When you 
think you’ve 
got a hit, ring 
the bell!

I did it!*After ringing the bell, 
you cannot move your 
panels in any way.

Play continues 
until three 
players have 
rung the bell.

 Time to 
confirm the 

hits!
Starting with the 
player who rang the 
bell first, confirm that 
there is a clear path 
from the battleship 
to the monster.
*More details on the 
reverse side

At this point, the 
round ends and 
the remaining 
player can no 
longer move their 
panels.

*In a three player game, the round ends 
 when two players have rung the bell.

 Continued on the
 reverse side…

Bestiary

A jellyfish monster that swelled to a 
tremendous size by taking in 
seawater and sunlight. If it were to 
make it ashore, it would destroy the 
city by putting down giant roots.

Sighs often and is easily 
driven to despair by the 
world around it. “I can’t 
even,” is its catchphrase.

Provokes others by 
rhythmically slapping its 
jiggling bottom, infuriating 
all who encounter it.

Has an innocent face but is 
actually rather impish. If it 
were to make it ashore, it 
would dig enormous pitfalls.

Will lock those who 
approach in a 
piercing glare, but it 
rarely picks a fight.
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*You must use all
 three of your
 Seaway Panels.
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